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â€¢ Waterproof â€¢ Tear-Resistant â€¢ Travel MapYellowstone National Park was the world's first

national park and covers 3,500 square miles. Just to the south of Yellowstone, are the jagged peaks

of Grand Teton National Park. The Map Pack Bundle includes maps of both of these iconic parks.

Each park has its own character with Yellowstone's mighty falls, massive lake and dramatic geisers.

Not to be overlooked, the Teton Range of Grand Teton National Park juts almost vertically from

Jackson Lake. The two maps in the Map Pack cover the many thousands of square miles and show

popular tourist destinations as well as the deep backcountry where only the hardcore backpacker

will be seen. The maps include detailed trail networks with points of interest such as campgrounds,

boat ramps, ski areas, and many more.Buy the Map Pack and save 15%!The Yellowstone and

Grand Teton National Parks Map Pack includes:Map 201 :: Yellowstone National ParkMap 202 ::

Grand Teton National ParkEvery Trails Illustrated map is printed on "Backcountry Tough"

waterproof, tear-resistant paper. A full UTM grid is printed on the map to aid with GPS

navigation.Map Scale = 1:126,720 & 1:80,000Sheet Size = 37.75" x 25"Folded Size = 4.25" x 9.25"
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I purchased this map set for our up and coming trip to Yellowstone and the Tetons.The first thing I

want to say is that the map for Yellowstone is NOT the real detailed one like the Teton one is. I was

not aware of this at the time of purchase. The maps included are 201 (Yellowstone) and 202 (Grand

Teton). National geographic also offers Yellowstone maps for the Southwest region (302),



Northwest (303), Northeast (304) and Southeast (305) in a more detailed version.That said the 201

map is still really nice it may not be as easy to read for shorter hiking trails. It is a really big park so it

requires having 4 separate maps for more detail. The map is made out of a really nice material or it

has a coating on it that makes it waterproof and still nice pliable. If you're planning to write on it I

would suggest a sharpie and a highlighter doesn't seam to stick to it.I would also recomend to get

the National Geographic guide books to go with it. I got a different brand so the trail numbers don't

match up. Once I get back I'll update on how well the worked.

I ordered these maps to help with trip planning.PROS:Two pack, so you get a little price breakMade

of tougher water resistant paper, so they are stronger than a paper mapHave some trails and

mileages listedShow different features of the parkCons:None at this time

This map pack contains the Grand Teton map and the Yellowstone map. The Grand Teton map has

one side with a map of the whole park in somewhat less detail, and on the other side a more

detailed map of only part of the park. The Yellowstone map has about half the park on one side and

the other ~half on the other side.Map material is of the highest quality I have seen so far.One

disadvantage we have encountered is that backcountry camping sites in the Grand Teton map are

marked very vaguely/inaccurately. Backcountry camping in the Tetons is allowed in regions

highlighted in pink on the map and marked by signs on the trail at the beginning and end of the

allowed region. Each region can be several miles long. However, in many cases the vast majority of

that region is practically impossible to camp in, and actual campsites are usually signposted. In

addition to the pink color of each camping region, each region on the map also includes one or two

campsites that are specifically marked by a tent inside the pink region. However, in many cases

there is no correlation between the tent mark on the map and the camping sites in reality.

Considering that each region is often several miles long, that makes it very hard to plan walking

distances and times to camp. It would be best if map editors either removed these tent marks

altogether, or, ideally, mark on the map the true locations of actual camping sites in correlation to

their location on ground.Otherwise these are high quality maps.

Pretty good maps, they helped us during our vacation. They were good for us to plan our basic

vacation before leaving. Once in the area we found much better maps for trails and landmarks.

Printed on pretty tough paper and felt like quality.



Ordered these maps before our upcoming trip to Yellowstone and Grand Tetons, as I am a planner.

These have a plastic coating making it possible to place stickers for stops I want to make, different

colors for scenery or wildlife.

Grand Teton map without milegae - how is that useful at all. Also the main tourist sights aren't really

marked either (no names). Use this instead if you want to backpack or for anything reallyÂ Grand

Teton National Park Hiking Map

The Yellowstone map I received is excellent, and just what I was looking for. However, the "Map

Pack" package did not contain a Grand Teton map -- it contained a Rocky Mtn Park map instead, so

I would not recommend ordering this map pack product.

I loved the quality of these maps and used them in planning my trip. But when it came time for using

them in the car, they were just too big. I ended up using the free one they gave out at the entrance

of the park. I recommend getting these maps because they are very detailed and good quality. They

won't get ruined easily. But they are large.
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